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What is Markdown?
• Markdown allows you to write an easy-to-read, easy-to-write plain 
text format, then convert it to structurally valid (X)HTML.

• Main design goal of Markdown syntax is to make it as readable as 
possible
■ Should be publishable as is

• The single biggest source of inspiration for Markdown’s syntax is 
the format of plain text email

• Created by John Gruber



Who is Using Markdown?
• Widely used in the Git eco-system
• GitHub requires project descriptions in Markdown
• The Pro Git book is entirely written in Markdown

■ Available in: HTML, print, epub



The Markdown Syntax

# First-level heading

#### Fourth-level heading

First-level heading
===================

Second-level heading
--------------------

This is a paragraph. It has two sentences

This is another paragraph. It also has two sentences.

* An item in a bulleted (unordered) list
    * A subitem, indented with 4 spaces
* Another item in a bulleted list

1. An item in an enumerated list
    1. A subitem, indented with 4 spaces
2. Another item in an enumerated list



The Markdown Syntax

*emphasis* or _emphasis_                   (e.g. italics)
**strong emphasis** or __strong emphasis__ (e.g. boldface)

Some text with `some code` inside, or indent with 4 spaces
    line 1 of code
    line 2 of code
    line 3 of code

> "This entire paragraph of text will be enclosed in an HTML 
blockquote element.
Blockquote elements are reflowable. You may arbitrarily
wrap the text to your liking, and it will all be parsed
into a single blockquote element."

Links [Markdown](http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Markdown)
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Markdown vs DocBook

# Main title

To make a paragraph just skip one line.

## A sub-section

Now an itemized list:

 - item 1
 - item 2

The basic idea behind this mark-up 
language is to be as close possible to 
what you would write in a email.

<sect1>
<title>Main title</title>
<para>
To make a paragraph just skip one line.
</para>
<sect2>
<title>A sub-section</title>
<para>
Now an itemized list:
</para>
<itemizedlist>
 <listitem><para>item 1</para></listitem>
 <listitem><para>item 2</para></listitem>
</itemizedlist>
<para>
The basic idea behind this mark-up language is 
to be as close possible to what you would write 
in a email.
</para>
</sect2>
</sect1>



Conversion from DocBook
• Use Pandoc, the universal document converter

■ From: Markdown, reStructuredText, textile, HTML, DocBook, LaTeX or 
MediaWiki

■ To: HTML, Word docx, OpenOffice, OpenDocument XML, ePub, 
DocBook, Texinfo, Groff, LaTeX, PDF (via LaTeX), Markdown, 
ReStructeredText, MediaWiki

• Pandoc understands a number of useful markdown syntax 
extensions, including footnotes, tables, definition lists, superscript 
and subscript, code blocks with syntax highlighting

• LaTeX math can be used in markdown documents
■ $\frac{(p_{estim} - p_{true})}{\sigma_{p}}$

• Pandoc is free software released under GPL by John MacFarlane
• http://johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/

http://johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/
http://johnmacfarlane.net/pandoc/


Authoring in Pandoc Markdown on OSX

Using “Marked” md previewer for OSX (3.59Eur Appstore)



ROOT Primer Converted to PDF



ROOT Primer Converted to HTML



Impact on the Developers
• DocBook is a horrendous markup syntax, typically half the 
document size is markup

• The added document structure provided by DocBook XML is not 
needed for a typical User’s and Reference Guides

• No decent way to write in DocBook, need expensive tools like 
Oxygen ($60 educational license)

• Even then, the sea of possible tags makes it difficult for the casual 
documentation writer to get started

• Developers don’t like writing documentation and they hate writing 
it in DocBook

• Writing documentation in Markdown, becomes again something 
developers just don’t like, but don’t hate



User’s Guide Migration Strategy
• Olivier has kindly offered, after exercising on the Primer, to convert 
the User’s Guide from DocBook to Markdown using pandoc

• Once done, we *expect* a major effort by all developers to up date 
the documentation for ROOT 6 



Conclusions
• A pilot project has shown that moving from DocBook to Markdown 
is a fairly easy project

• The benefits of moving to Markdown are many
• Markdown is widely used by programmers 
• The ROOT developers are all enthusiast
• The ROOT users will be happy with up to date documentation on 
web, tablet and paper


